Face finish varies

Optional spacer sleeve (size varies)

Aluminum studs with aluminum letters
Stainless steel studs with other metal types

Spacing
Varies

Bead blasted returns (standard)

Back unfinished (Finished - optional)

1/4" - 1" Thick (based on metal type)

NOTES:
Typical stud length 2" beyond back of letter
Letters under 15" high - 10/24 studs, 15"+ high - 1/4-20 studs.
Less than 3/8" stroke, 6-32 or 4-46 studs
Standard cast studs are in line for brick mortar (2-5/8" on center for mortar)

SIZE | MIN STUDS/LTR
--- | ---
Up to 3" | 3 studs
over 3" - 15" | 4 studs
Over 15" | 6 studs
Punctuation | 2 studs
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PRODUCT TYPE:
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